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Meet your presenters
Larry Oakner
Senior Partner, Employee and Customer Engagement
Larry Oakner has spent more than 40 years building brands, positioning companies and managing
strategic branding projects. An accomplished educator and brand consultant, Larry has used his creative
expertise to help communication professionals, product managers and corporate executives at more
than three dozen Fortune 1500 companies implement their branding programs internally throughout
their organizations.

Rebecca Longman
Director, Strategy and Employee Engagement
Holding an MSc in Occupational Psychology as well as qualifications in accountancy, computing, and
creative writing, Rebecca uses her eclectic educational background plus wide industry experience to
engage and develop employees at all levels of the organization. During her career, Rebecca has developed
and implemented culture change, engagement and leadership development programs for organizations
in various sectors such as healthcare, industrial, telecoms and pharmaceutical.
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Who are you?
HR / employee behavior /
employee engagement / culture
What does branding have to do with me?
Isn’t that the marketing team’s responsibility?
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How to build
organizational culture
through the lens of a
company’s brand
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According to Gallup, less than half of employees
know what differentiates their company’s brand

Source: http://www.gallup.com/businessjournal/201692/companies-dont-have-effective-brand-ambassadors.aspx
g_source=BRAND_ENGAGEMENT&g_medium=topic&g_campaign=tiles
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Branding and HR teams often don’t work together to
translate customer promises to employee behaviors
HR

Builds employee focused
solutions for reward and
recognition, retention,
recruitment, behavioral change,
and culture change, monitor
internal company values
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Branding

Builds customer focused
solutions for external
communications, marketing,
sales collateral, brand
strategy, usually aligned to
external customer needs
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POLL

In your organization, do the people
in HR work together with the
people responsible for branding?
66% NO
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Branding and HR can balance the customer and
employee experience to give you a competitive edge

Those distinctive
experiences differentiate
you from your competitors
Your brand is the sum of the
distinctive experiences your
company delivers to your customers,
prospects, media, investors,
employees and other key audiences
Your HR team ensures
your employees deliver on
that promise
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Our Brand Culture survey gathered insights
directly from employees
We wanted to deepen and
validate our ideas about
brand culture

We surveyed employees in
the US and UK

We heard from employees
from over 50 companies

Survey administered to Tenet contact list with a 2% response rate during a two-week survey window.
Survey link: http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3255394/Building-Brand-Culture
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Our research surfaced five ways a strong brand
contributes to strengthening culture

1. Support from leaders plays a key role
in shaping brand culture
2. Brand aligned recruitment lays the
foundation for brand culture
3. Brand education leads to increased
engagement from employees
4. Brand aligned recognition reinforces
brand culture
5. A strong brand culture is key to
successful mergers and acquisitions
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Brand Culture starts at the top

1. Support from leaders plays a key role
in shaping brand culture
2. Brand aligned recruitment lays the
foundation for brand culture
3. Brand education leads to increased
engagement from employees
4. Brand aligned recognition reinforces
brand culture
5. A strong brand culture is key to
successful mergers and acquisitions
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Just 1 in 5 employees strongly
agree that leadership
communicates how employees
should live their company’s
brand values.
Survey administered to Tenet contact list with a 2% response rate during a two-week survey window.
Survey link: http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3255394/Building-Brand-Culture
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Only 28% of employees strongly
agree that they “know their
company’s brand values.”

Survey administered to Tenet contact list with a 2% response rate during a two-week survey window.
Survey link: http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3255394/Building-Brand-Culture
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An invested leadership communicates and
provides consistent access to brand education
Use real life
examples to show
employees how they
can live the brand in
their everyday work

Ensure middle
managers have
freedom and
resources to role
model brand
behaviors

Ensure senior
leaders reinforce
brand messages
through their own
actions

Brand education

Spread the word far
and wide and in an
‘accessible to all’
format
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Don’t let knowledge
get stale – regularly
and consistently train
new and existing
employees about the
brand
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Brand aligned recruitment creates clarity
from the start

1. Support from leaders plays a key role
in shaping brand culture
2. Brand aligned recruitment lays the
foundation for brand culture
3. Brand education leads to increased
engagement from employees
4. Brand aligned recognition reinforces
brand culture
5. A strong brand culture is key to
successful mergers and acquisitions
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Recruitment advertising is the introduction to a
company’s brand

Differentiate your
company from
competitors
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Use messages
aligned to brand
values that entice
and engage
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Make templates easy
to implement by
your entire HR team

Create brand
consistency across
recruitment outlets

Weave your brand
throughout your HR
practices
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POLL

Do all employees need
brand education?

100% YES
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In-depth tailored brand education is key to
brand engagement

1. Support from leaders plays a key role
in shaping brand culture
2. Brand aligned recruitment lays the
foundation for brand culture
3. Brand education leads to increased
engagement from employees
4. Brand aligned recognition reinforces
brand culture
5. A strong brand culture is key to
successful mergers and acquisitions
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Under 1/3 of employees strongly
agree that they live their
company’s brand values.
What’s going wrong?

Survey administered to Tenet contact list with a 2% response rate during a two-week survey window.
Survey link: http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3255394/Building-Brand-Culture
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They’re probably not getting the right education.
That’s the key to brand engagement
Help employees to
understand the
concept of branding

Reinforce and instill
employee brand
behaviors through
recognition and
reward

The right brand
education can
make or break your
brand promise

Drive the
importance of
brand positioning
by showing
examples of
companies who
embody their
brand

Explore your brand
promise through
tailored stories that
make the brand real
for every job type
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Education is vital, but without reinforcing on-brand
behaviors, employees will struggle to live the brand

1. Support from leaders plays a key role
in shaping brand culture
2. Brand aligned recruitment lays the
foundation for brand culture
3. Brand education leads to increased
engagement from employees
4. Brand aligned recognition reinforces
brand culture
5. A strong brand culture is key to
successful mergers and acquisitions
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57% of employees indicate that
they “receive recognition for
their work” less frequently than
every 6 months

Survey administered to Tenet contact list with a 2% response rate during a two-week survey window.
Survey link: http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3255394/Building-Brand-Culture
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And, just under 1 in 10 of those
employees strongly agree that
“recognition is aligned to my
company’s brand.”

Survey administered to Tenet contact list with a 2% response rate during a two-week survey window.
Survey link: http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3255394/Building-Brand-Culture
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Key points to remember when recognizing and
rewarding brand aligned behaviors
Recognize first,
then reward

Recognize and
reward the RIGHT
behaviors

Define on brand
behaviors

Recognize
and Reward

Find out who in
your organization
is going
unrecognized

Model winning
behaviors through
brand
ambassadors
Enable any
employee to
recognize onbrand behavior
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In times of change, a strong brand culture can be
your guiding beacon

1. Support from leaders plays a key role
in shaping brand culture
2. Brand aligned recruitment lays the
foundation for brand culture
3. Brand education leads to increased
engagement from employees
4. Brand aligned recognition reinforces
brand culture
5. A strong brand culture is key to
successful mergers and acquisitions
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Mergers and acquisitions are prime
opportunities for aligning employees with a
unified set of brand values

The basic brand culture steps needed for successful M&A

1. Assess the brand
culture gaps
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2. Identify the
strengths and values
of the acquired brand
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3. Create a realistic
timeline for the
integration process

4. Chart the specific
areas for cultural and
operational transition

5. Build a
communication
strategy to keep
everyone informed
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Questions, anyone?

What’s the difference between brand
culture and organizational culture?
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Questions, anyone?

My H.R. and branding team don’t work
together. How can I get them to do that?
How can I get them to work together?
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Put a plan into action
Look for ways to partner HR and branding teams to meet the needs
of employees and customers simultaneously

Engage leaders to
role model
brand culture

Align recruitment
methods to
your brand

Reinforce brand
aligned behaviors
through
recognition and
reward
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Consistently
educate
employees on
expected brand
behaviors

Use your brand as
an anchor in times
of change
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Get in touch!
We’d love to hear from you.
We’re always up for discussing how we can help
strengthen the bond between your brand,
customers and employees or participating in a
media relations opportunity.
MAIN NUMBER
+1 (212) 329-3030
NEW BUSINESS AND MEDIA RELATIONS
Russ Napolitano
rnapolitano@tenetpartners.com
+1 (212) 329-3035
Find us on Facebook and Twitter
@TenetPartners
Join us on LinkedIn too!
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